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1 - INTRODUCTION 

During this last year, the French domestic nuclear program 
has been pursed In the frame of the previous decisions. With 
5 graphite gaz units, 1 FBR (PHENIX), 33 PWRS In operation, 
the nuclear electricity share rose above 55 % of the gross 
production between August 83 and July 84. 

The main events in the field of the PWRS are : 

- The very high avalability factor due to the low level 
of fortuitous breakdowns and the decreasing of the reloading 
outages (79,3 % during the first 7 months 84 - 76,2 % during 
the last 12 months). 

- The start-up of the first two 1300 MWe units (Paluel 1 and 2). 
- The confirmation of the first two orders of N4, the future 

French unit (1390 MWe). 

Now the national debat is beginning about the reactor 
program from 1992 up to the year 2000 (1 or 2 FBRS, 1 or 2 PWRS 
by year ?). 

Two reprocessing units are been built at La Hague plants 
(UP3 and UP2-800) whose capacity is 800 metric tons per year 
respectively. The first one is devoted to the foreign contracts 
and the second one will reprocess the spent fuel from the EOF 
reactors. The optimization of the recovered plutonium use 
requires strategic considerations and principally new reactor 
physics experiments and theoretical improvements : 

- Mixed oxide fuel assemblies. 
- High conversion factor lattices. 
- Spectral shift. 
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For what concerns LMFBR's, the following events are to be 
noticed : 

- The 1 0 t n anniversary of the start-up of PHENIX. 
- The beginning, since mid-84, of sodium filling of the 

secondary and primary circuits of SUPER PHENIX 1 ; the end of 
fabrication of the first core loading. 

- The progress of the design studies, by NOVATOME, of a 
150C MWe LMFBR plant. 

- The progress of construction of the reprocessing 
facility TOR. 
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2 - FAST REACTOR PHYSICS 

2.1 - Introduction 

The major activities of the Fast Reactor Physics 
Program during the period October 1983 - September 1984 have 
been devoted to the following topics : 

- SUPER PHENIX start-up related procedure definition. 
- Completion of the RACINE 1F program (heterogeneous 

configuration with a thick fertile ring). 
- Definition of a SUPER PHENIX 2 related experimental 

program on MASURCA (the BALZAC program). 

2.2 - Experimental studies 

2.2.1 - PHENIX 

New experimental results related to the helium 
production in Boron control rods were obtained and analysed. 
These data are relative to an actual SAC type rod, inserted at 
the core center, in a rod - withdrawn position. The comparison 
of calculation and experiment is consistent with the experiment 
and calculation uncertainties and thus the calculated residence 
time of SPX1 absorbers can be confirmed. 

Control rod experiments have been performed using 
the standard measurement technique of inserting progressively 
one rod, while extracting a second one. This technique has 
been applied for a full rod insertion (against a full rod 
withdrawal) and for a half rod insertion (against a half rod 
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withdrawal). The reactivity of the same rod obtained with the 
two different approaches are different of approximately ^ 10 %, 
and the analysis indicated that radial interaction effects, 
more than axial flux distortions, are responsible for this 
difference. 

2.2.2 - SUPER PHENIX start-up 

[ The major experimental work has still been represented 
I by the control rod experimental techniques assessment. Flux 

measurements (detector type, positions etc) have been defined. 
| A long term irradiation experiment using Nb detectors has been 
[ set up for lower grid stainless-steel swelling monitoring via 
dosimetry analysis. 

2.2.3 - RACINE Program 

The RACINE 1S configuration, where several physics 
aspects of the SUPER PHENIX start-up have been simulated, has 
been completed. The agreement of calculations and experiments 
has been generally excellent. 

In particular the C/E for the reactivity of the 
substitution of fuel subassemblies with dummy (stainless-steel) 
subassemblies has been found fairly constant with the subcriti-
cality level variation, and of the order of C/E s 0.95. 

In a similar way the C/E for a control rod ^ystem 
(4 or 8 completely inserted rods) has been found constant at 
different subcriticality levels (i.e. in configurations with 
increasing number of dummy subassemblies). 

/ 
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Moreover , it was possible to set-up a curve relating 
the inverse of the counting rate and the subcriticality level, 
using different detectors. After correcting the detector 
response for space effects, excellent agreement has been found, 
see fig. 1 and ref. 1. 

The RACINE 1F configuration has been studied. This 
configuration had a thicker fertile ring with respect to 
previous RACINE heterogeneous configurations, and completed 
the parametrical study related to heterogeneous cores. 

The last phases of the RACINE program will be devoted 
to the study of the relation reactivity/flux perturbation, due 
to control rod insertion, (RACINE 1E1) and to the international 
intercomparison of reaction rate measurement techniques (IRMA 
experiment, see paper presented at this meeting, ref. 2). 

2.2.4 - The BALZAC Program 

A SUPER PHENIX 2 oriented experimental program will 
be performed on MASURCA, starting from December 1984. The program 
has been defined and it will cover in particular the following 
aspects : 

- Study of the power deposition characteristics In 
an internal fuel storage. A typical configuration of the BALZAC 
program devoted to this problem is shown in fig. 2. 

- Study of the heavy isotope reactivity per atom 
in view to improve the prediction of the reactivity loss per 
cycle /3/. This program will consist in the replacement of well 
known quantities of different Pu types (i.e. with different 
isotopic composition) in a central zone of 
information on the reactivity of the major 

MASURCA, to have 
Pu isotopes 
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(Pu-239, Pu-240, Pu-241), of U-238 and Am-241. This program 
will be part of an overall program, which includes PHENIX 
irradiation experiments analysis. 

- Complementary experiments will cover the detailed 
energy deposition study in control rods and special subassembly 
types. 

The BALZAC program which will be a common program 
with DEBENE and ITALY will last up to approximately mid 1986. 

The further program on MASURCA will be devoted to 
large core characteristics study (ref. 4), and it is under 
discussion with the European partners. 

2.2.5 - Shielding experiments on HARMONIE 

The JASON program is continuing on HARMONIE. A new 
B^C/SS layers experiment has been performed to obtain a more 
detailed flux distribution inside the layers. The analysis of 
these experiments is underway. 

In common with INTERATOM, it has been planned a 
comprehensive streaming experiment : 

- inside a Na tank 
- outside the same Na tank 

and will be performed later in 1984. 
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2.2.6 - ERMINE experiments 

A new phase of basic physics experiments related to 
low energy data study has been defined for the coupled fast-
thermal ERMINE facility. These experiments will use a simple 
U-235/graphite lattice and both actinides and isotopes of 
interest for activation analysis will be studied. 

2.3 - Theoretical studies 

2.3.1 - Transport calculation 

A synthetic transport code, based on discrete 
ordinates and diffusion acceleration has been developed in 
XY geometry and it is presently under test. 

The first results Indicated some substantial gains 
in computing time over comparable standard S„ codes (like 
DOT 4.2) - RZ and hexagonal geometry developments are underway. 

2.3.2 - Perturbed flux reconstruction 

Additional work has been performed in the field of 
flux reconstruction, using perturbation methods, in view of 
their use in future fuel management codes. A new technique 
called pseudo-harmonics technique , has been developed and 
compared to other methods (standard harmonics, GPT, influence 
function method). The first results are given in ref. 5. 
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2.3.3 - Integral experiments analysis 

The effort to define bias factors and related uncer

tainties for the major design parameters, using integral 

experiments has been pursued. The y energy deposition has been 

particularly studied and the results of RACINE 1A experimental 

program in this field have been used (ref. 6). 

For what concerns distorted core configuration 

simulation, the SNEAK-12 experiments have been analysed with 

the CARNAVAL formulaire. The observed C/E trends confirmed 

previous analysis performed at KfK (ref. 7), and in general 

a good agreement of calculation and experiments as it is 

indicated in the following table : 

SNEAK-12A ( a ) 

Configurations 

C/E SNEAK-12A ( a ) 

Configurations KFKINR (KfK) <a> CARNAVAL-IV (ŒA) 

Symmetrical fuel 

Redistribution : 

a - Large Slump-out 

b - Slump«out to blanket 

.92 

.98 

.92 

.95 

Molten pool 

configurations : 

a - No material on top of 

compacted fuel 

b - Fuel covered by 10 cm 

steel layer 

0.85 

0.95 

0.94 

0.9C 

(a) Details given in Nucl. Sci. Eng. 8_7, 295 , (1984) 
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2.3.4 - Data processing 

The effort in this field has been continued. Several 
algorithms are being compared in the unresolved resonance 
region for introduction in the THEMIS system (NJOY derived). 

An attempt has been made to extend the multiband 
method to deep penetration S— calculations, to improve the 
resonance minima effects calculation for shielding problems. 
The first results indicate the faisability of the method, which 
is presently compared to standard flux weighting methods and 
Monte Carlo methods. 

2.3.5 - Data evaluation 

The Pu-239 resolved resonance region re-evaluation 
has been completed (ref. 8), and will be included in the first 
version of JEF. Also for Pu-239 a re-evaluation has been 
completed of v, which takes into account recent work in this 
field,and the results of benchmark calculation for the 
classical small Los Alamos criticals. The work on (n, xn) 
reaction systematics has been continued and applied in 
particular to Pu-239. 
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3 - LIGHT WATER REACTOR PHYSICS 

The LWR program has been kept up at the previous level 
because of the new improvements in the field of the Advanced 
Reactors and of the plutonium re-use in French PWRs. 

3.1 - Experimental Studies 

3.1.1 - EOLE 

The CAMELEON program started at the end at 1982, 
the dismantling is announced for the end of this year. 

The first objective of this experiment was to 
study : 

- reactivity effects, 
- power and flux distributions due to the presence 

of various absorbers among LWR lattices (Silver, Indium, 
Cadmium, B 4 C Stainless Steel, Hafnium) and the interferences 
with U0 2 - Gd 2 0 3 rods. 

The following measurements were devoted to the 
experimental value of 6 e f f. Now, the program is performed 
with the reflector effects (flux and power distribution, 
reflector saving...). Particularly, the effects of the 
baffle thickness are examined and also the ones of the edge 
assemblies. 

The new experiment ERASME is ready for the end of 
1984. The aim is to study the fundamental parameters of the 
tight lattices. 

ERASME is an assembly composed with 1500 U0 2 P u ol 
rods. The pitch is triangular. The moderator ratio is very 
low (0.5). A driver core insures the criticality. 

#**/•«• 
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The classical parameters will be measured : 

- spectrum indices, 
- material buckling., 
- reactivity effects, 
- heterogeneities (water holes, fertile rods, 

absorbers,...), 
- voidage effects, 
- boron capture effect, 
- temperature coefficients. 

3.1.2 - MINERVE 

The MINERVE facility is shared between the FBR 
program and the LWR one. 

A new campaign of oscillation measurements was 
performed for the DOPPLER effect. The main objective is to 
obtain the DEBYE temperature of U0 2 and M0 2 fuel. 

A measurement of fission product capture and of 
residual gadolinium is planned for next year by using spent 
fuel samples. 

3.1.3 - MELUSINE 

The GEDEON 1 Experiment was ended in March 1984. 
The aim was to study the gadolinium depletion as a function 
of burn-up. The experimental equipment was a 13 x 13 square 
assembly located at the center of MELUSINE. 

Several rods with various gadolinium constants 
either homogenized with U0- or grain-shaped were irradiated 
up to 9000 MWD/t. The Y-distribution and the isotopic concen
trations were measured in 4 steps. 

• • • / • • • 
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A good agreement Is obtained by comparing the APOLLO 
calculated values. 

This year, a special Irradiation was performed 
with fertile rods to measure carefully the U 238 capture. 

A second Irradiation (GEDEON 2) has been prepared 
to study the UO, - Gd 2 0 3 fuel depletion with representative 
situation in PWRs (water holes, interferences between the 
poisoned rods). 

A new program within the framework of the tight 
lattice reactor is planned. The main objective is to obtain 
the capture ratio of the different isotopes (essentially Pu), 
in a very hard spectrum. It is justified by the very 
important uncertainties concerning the resolved and unresolved 
resonance area. 

3.1.4 - Spent Fuel Analyses 

The TIHANGE program was extended to the measurements 
of the secondary actlnides (Np, Am and Cm). 

The qualification of the standard PWR cycle was 
continued by analysing the FESSENHEIM second cycle fuel. 

The next program will be devoted to : 

- BUGEY 1st, 2nd, 3rd cycles. 
- FESSENHEIM 4th and 5th cycles. 
- 0D 2 - Pu 0 2 fuel irradiated in CNA (CHOOZ). 

3.1.5 - Instrumentation, Core Surveillance and 
Simulation 

The former actions were continued as follows i 
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- thermocouple use, 
- neutron noise for surveillance, baffle jetting and 

compatibility between different types of assemblies. 

The simulator Salamandre, presented last year is in 
progress of qualification to study the incidental and acci
dental transients. 

3.1.6 - Fuel Cycle 

The calculated isotopic correlations are used to 
evaluate the inlet balance in La Hague plants. 

The experimental basis is obtained by non-destructive 
measurements on assemblies in the plant head pool. 

3.2 - Theoretical Studies 

3.2.1 - Transport Theory 

As part of the development effort for the APOLLO-2 
program, whose writing was started early this year, three 
new transport methods have been developed at the SERMA : 

a) A module for the calculation of multigroup self-
shielded cross-sections in heterogeneous geometries containing 
arbitrary mixtures of resonant and non-resonant isotopes. This 
module uses a general correction to generate an intermediary, 
mixture-dependent, reaction-rate library from fine-multigroup 
cross-section data and from a classical, preprocessed, simple-
isotope library. Reaction rates for the fine-structure equation 
are computed by introducing an equivalence theorem dither 
grouo by group, or by using Bell's factors defined on macro-
groups. The module has been tested in a calculation involving 
27 resonant isotopes distributed in 3 resonant regions. 

•••/••• 
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b) A module for the calculation of a lattice of 
hexagonal cells. The method used here is a multicell formalism 
based on cell cylindricalization, direct computation of 
transmission probabilities and renormalization with a Wigner-
Askew model. 

c) A general module for macro-multicell calculations. 
Here, the multicell formulation is applied again but the 
"cells" are assemblies or parts of assemblies. These macrocells 
are connected by assuming a piece-like constant approximation 
for the angular fluxes at the boundaries. 

3.2.2 - Diffusion Theory : Recent improvement of the 
CRONOS code 

The main improvements are related to the software 
part of the code, in order to increase the program portability, 
the relevant modules have been rewritten in FORTRAN IV. These 
modifications give us the possibility to run CRONOS on the 
CRAY XMP computer. Other improvements are related to the 
numerical treatment : 

- the numerical treatment of the Kaplan synthesis 
with heterogeneous finite elements, 

- the numerical treatment of the inner iterations. 
Some new iteration procedures have been added. Among them : 
the incomplete Choleski factorization and the block SOR, 

- introduction of some new finite element represen
tations which are equivalent to the nodal schemes. 

Here is an exemple of such elements : 

•••/••• 
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representation of the unknowns polynomial basis 

P (x, y) = P(x) + Q(y) 

d°P « 3 

d°Q « 3 

(the mass and stiffness matrices are computed by using a Gauss 

Radan Formula). 

3.2.3 - THEMIS 

The aim of this action is to improve a data processing 

system to use the basic nuclear data files, essentially JEF 

and ENDF/B in the CEA transport codes : HETAÏRE (LMFBR cell), 

APOLLO (2D, assembly, complex cell),, PROMETHEE (including 

TRIPOLI, TRIMARAN, ANISM, DOT). 

Now, the following actions are being performed : 

- the writing of an interactive data acquisition 

code, 

- the introduction of a HWANG model for the unresolved 

resonances, 

- the calculation of the unresolved model by the 

statistical method, 

- the THEMIS-HETAIRE interface linked to the FBR 

department, 

- the participation at the qualification of the 

JEF data. 

3.2.4 - CONTRIBUTION TO JEF 

The CEA has improved a radioactive decay library 

including the fission products, actinides and several non-

fission-product isotopes. The main data of this library are 

the following ones s 

• • • / • • • 
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- period (spin and parity), 
- désintégration mooes with the energy and the 

associated branching ratio, 
- description of the B~, B , gamma, x, alpha spectra, 

Every spectrum transition is described by energy, 
intensity, total internal conversion factor on the K, L, M 
shells for the y-spectra, electronical capture percentages 
for the $~ spectra. 

The corresponding uncertainties and references are 
indicated for every datum. 

The data are given with the format particular to 
the CEA and now, with the ENDF/B5 (and JEF) one. 

This work is 
8 < A < 260. 

released for 825 nuclides in the field 

3.2.5 - Improvement of the fission product library 

A theoretical method is now being improved to 
evaluate the mean $ and y energies when the nuclide data 
are not sufficiently known. 

The 0 theory with the statistical model and the 
optical one is applied. The first results are satisfactory 
and an amelioration of the uncertainties between the expe
rimental and calculated values of the residual power is 
expected. 
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